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A Dream and a Prayer
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After more than 30 years of allowing Jesus to be in charge,
I can indeed proclaim, “Great is Thy Faithfulness.”
Bill Spurlock

Wednesday, November 24, 1965

GENERAL DYNAMICS NEWS

This book is dedicated to my children, Art and Gina,
who lived through this time but may not have understood why.
And to my Grandchildren, to encourage their walk with Jesus.

Bill and Gina 1975

Gina and Art 1975

Michelle, Gina and Art 1975

October 1975
It was a cold and gloomy morning and I was making my way to Convair
for another time. How I hated that job! I felt trapped; I had too many years
of seniority to throw away and try something else. If it didn’t work out, I
would be starting all over again at Convair with all the lay offs and no say
about anything. I had a wife and 2 kids depending on me and a house
payment to make. I had no choice.
Michelle and I had started the morning with another fight and I felt like I
just couldn’t take another day of this life I had created. Oh, there had been
some good times in the past, times when I was sure we were meant for
each other. But more times than not, she seemed to not understand me or
not care what I was going through or what I wanted. I was miserable and
she didn’t care.
As my old Ford truck rolled down the freeway, I began to wonder how long
it would take me to reach Oregon. Thoughts began to form on how I could
live up there with my cousins Clem and Homer and start a new life there.
Michelle could have everything we had, all I needed was my truck.
And then all the things my Dad had taught me about being a man came
flooding into my brain –you don’t run away from your responsibilities, a
real man takes care of his family… My running away would not only affect
Michelle, but my kids, my parents, my brother and sister. So many people
would be hurt.
No, I couldn’t do it. But what could I do? I couldn’t take another day of
feeling so miserable. Who could I turn to? I felt like I couldn’t contain it any
longer and I began to blurt it all out to God.
Why did I deserve this? I had tried to be a good kid all my life. I tried to
be a model son to my parents, not giving them cause for worry. When I
graduated High School I immediately got a job. When I got my draft notice
I went without complaint. When Michelle and I were married we were both
virgins. What was I being punished for? What else did He want from me?
This just wasn’t fair, I told Him, and He had to help me! I was practically
screaming this in a very emotional way, when all of a sudden for the first
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time in my life, God spoke to me. There was no doubt as to who it was and
it seemed to be just as audible as my own voice.
God said, “Bill, who knows you are a Christian?”
I said, “Lord, my family knows, my friends know, and the people at church
know.”
And God said, “How many at Convair know you are a Christian?”
I thought for a moment and then answered, “I’m not sure anyone does.”
The Lord answered, “You start living for Me and I will take care of you.”
I said, “Lord, what would you have me do? I already stay away from bars
and don’t gamble away the money or use bad language.” What did He
want? But that was the last God spoke that day, leaving me wondering and
excited all day.
3:30 pm came and I rushed home to share my experience with Michelle.
She listened as I told her what happened and then I added, what do you
think I should do? She said, I don’t know, maybe you need to pray about it.
I thought and prayed about it all that night and the next day I still had no
answer.
The next day was Saturday and not having to go to work gave me the
opportunity to just sit and reflect on what had happened. I decided to go to
the Bible Bookstore in La Mesa and perhaps something would jump out at
me, giving me wisdom to know what the Lord wanted me to do.
So Michelle and I went to the store and wandered the aisles looking at all
their merchandise, books, bibles, plaques etc. but nothing seemed to call
out to me; no divine revelation was given. And then as we were heading out
of the store, next to the check out area, were some Christian button badges.
You know, the kind that reads “God cared enough to give the very best”
those kind. And remembering the question the Lord had asked, “How many
at Convair know you’re a Christian?” gave me an idea. I could wear one
of these next to my Convair I.D. badge -at least it would be a start. So we
bought a couple of the buttons and went home.
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Milling machine similar to some of the
smaller ones at Convair
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When Monday rolled around and I was dressing for work, I started thinking
about the area I worked in at the Plant. It was a far cry from being a
Christian environment. Every other word seemed to be a curse word, there
was a bookshelf full of X-rated paperback books, nude girl calendars hung
scattered around the area, and our supervisor’s most often used phrase
was, “If the plank mill malfunctioned, God himself could not stop the cutter
from going through the table.” I just knew that when I walked into that area
wearing the button, someone was going to say or do something that would
tick me off and I would end up smashing someone in the nose! But I had to
risk it– I didn’t know what else to do.
So I pinned the button badge next to my convair badge and headed in to
work. Surprisingly, all day no one seemed to notice, and by the end of the
day the weight of the world that I had been carrying seemed a little lighter.
Tuesday through Friday was the same - with the same results -each day my
burdens seemed to get a little lighter.
I believe this went on for a couple of weeks before one day as I was
working, the Lord spoke again and said, “If you’re going to live for Me, you
need to know My words. I want you to bring your bible to work and read it
at lunch.” I quickly agreed. I was feeling better than I had for a long time
and didn’t want God to stop what He was doing in my life. Not only was I
feeling better about life, but Michelle and I were getting along better. So I let
the word get out that I needed a bible I could carry in my lunch box. Mom
and Dad bought a compact bible with a button flap for me to take.
At this point of my testimony, I need to stop and explain to you a little
about the area I worked in. The area I worked was called the plank mill
area- 3 huge machines with 6 cutting heads each as long as a large room,
that were controlled by tapes that told the mill what to do. There was also
an area where the straighteners worked. They worked with heat and freezers
to reshape planks that got warped. Then there was a lone milling machine
on a platform that could swivel on air bearings. This was my area. I finished
the jobs that the plank mills couldn’t. The plank mill operators stayed in
their group. The straighteners in their group, and I, the lone milling machine
operator, was usually on my own. That was about to change.
In the morning, Michelle packed my lunch and thermos of coffee and my
bible, and off I went to work. All went as usual until the lunch whistle blew.
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I sat down at my desk and laid out my lunch, poured a cup of coffee and
got out my bible. I opened it to the book of Matthew and was about to
read, when one of the plank mill operators came walking over. This was a
bit unusual so I closed my bible and he sat down to talk. We talked about
the weather, the football game over the weekend, about work, a little of
everything until the work whistle blew and we went back to work. The same
thing happened the following day except a different plank mill operator
came over and the day after that it was a straightener who ate with me.
On the fourth day, I sat down to eat, laying out my lunch and opening my
bible, and as I started to read I again noticed one of the plankmill operators
walking my way. As I started to close the bible, the Lord spoke to me, “Are
you ashamed of me?” was his question.
I responded, “No, Lord,” and left the bible open with my finger resting on
the area I was reading, the operator came up to me and said, “Oh, I see
you’re reading the bible - I won’t bother you now; we can talk on break.” I
said that would be great and he went off so I actually got to read the Lord’s
Word.
It was not new to me as I had read the bible before and even knew certain
passages by heart. But as I studied the Word there at work it seemed as if I
was seeing certain parts of it for the first time. It was the same King James
Version, but now there was an understanding of what I was reading that I
never had before and I saw myself in the scriptures Jesus was using, which
excited me, and I couldn’t wait to get home and share with Michelle. She
had already been going to a women’s bible study for quite a while and she
would share what they had been studying with me.
During this time, the Lord was still working with me on my walk with Him.
Quite a while back I had bought some work shoes at Sears, and although
they were a little snug around the toes, I figured they would break in.
Instead, I wound up with a painful corn on my little toe. I had tried having it
removed, but it just came back and was sorer than before.
One day, while at work, it was really bothering me. So I asked the Lord if
He couldn’t do something for me. The Lord just said, “Pray.” Well, I was
learning to listen to the Lord, so I shut down my mill and sitting there at my
work table I started to pray. About that time, the break whistle blew but I
continued praying. After a short time the Lord said, “It is done.”
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So I stood up and said, “Thank you Jesus.”
The work whistle blew and I went back to the job. My foot didn’t feel much
different, but I kept praising the Lord as I worked. Then I heard another
voice say, “Why are you praising Him? He didn’t do anything.”
I said, “Oh yes He did. I asked Him to remove the corn on my foot, and He
did.”
The voice said, “No He didn’t. Don’t you still feel the pain in your foot?”
I replied, “I don’t care what I feel, the Lord said it was done and so it is.”
“Don’t be foolish,” said the voice. “Take off your shoe and you will see it’s
still there.”
“No, I don’t have to look, the Lord said it is gone and I stand on that!”
“Don’t you have pain? Look!” insisted the voice.
“When I get home, I’ll tell Michelle what happened and then I’ll take off
my shoe to show her it’s gone, but not before.” Well, this went on for most
of the remainder of the day, and at quitting time I raced home to show
Michelle the miracle God had done on my toe.
Unfortunately, when I got home, Michelle and the kids were nowhere to be
found. But since I was home now anyway, I decided to show the voice that
the corn was gone, so I pulled off my shoe and the sock, and saw the corn
was still there. A lot smaller than it was, but still there. I said, “Well, it might
be there, but He is removing it and as soon as Michelle gets home I’m going
to show her what God is doing!”
I put my sock back on and sat down in the front room and picked up the
paper to read while I waited. Michelle arrived home with the kids and I
began to tell her about my day and concluded with, “It’s not gone all the
way, but look how small it is,” as I pulled off my sock. To my amazement,
the corn was totally gone!
MICHELLE: I knew Bill’s toe had been bothering him for quite some time.
He had already gone to the podiatrist, who had anesthetized his foot and
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completely cut the corn out. Bill had quite a reaction to the anesthesia
and his whole foot had swelled up. Later, when the darn thing came back,
it seemed even worse. I hated to see him suffer, but it would never have
occurred to me to pray about it. I guess I just didn’t think God would be
concerned with something like that– it wasn’t like someone was dying or
something. So when I got home that day and Bill started to tell me about
praying for God to remove his corn I almost felt sorry for him to think he
would be so silly as to pray like that. Imagine my surprise when he pulled
off his sock and it was gone! I rubbed his toe all over and where before it had
been so red, swollen and crusted over, now it was soft and smooth, with just
a small indentation to show where it had been. It really was miraculous and
such a visible proof of how much God cared about even the smallest detail of
our lives. The only bad part was that neither of us had learned our lesson and
thought to buy him some better shoes. Bill continued wearing those same illfitting shoes for quite some time, and eventually the corn came back!
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Changing Lives
Each day seemed better than the one before. The anguish and bitterness
that was inside me seemed to dissolve and a contentment began to take
its place. At times, some of the guys working around me would come up to
me and ask what I thought about a certain scripture– if I had a clue what it
meant. Before I would answer I would ask God for wisdom, that I would not
say something that would be a stumbling block to the one asking - that He
would use me to bring understanding - this all done in a quick, silent prayer
between me and God, and then I would start explaining what I thought
it meant. Sometimes, as I heard myself talking, I was amazed at what I
was saying, and wished I was taking notes! It was definitely God speaking
through me and was not of my own understanding. And then there were
some that came over to tell me of their problems and of their hopelessness
and wanted advice as to what to do. In one case, a worker told me his wife
had suddenly decided to leave him, kicking him out of the house. He didn’t
know why and she didn’t give him any reason or explanation, only that she
no longer loved him and didn’t want to be married. He told me he still loved
her and their child and didn’t know what to do and was desperate for any
advice - “Bill, what should I do?”
The Lord had been softening my heart as I drew closer to Him, and I could
feel this man’s pain as he talked to me, and I desperately wanted to help
him. My mind raced for an answer and came up with none, and so I said,
“I don’t know what to tell you, but I do know who does. You need to turn
back to Jesus. Ask Him to forgive you for all these wasted years you have
been ignoring Him and ask Him to come back into your life and take control
of it.” I told him he didn’t need to go anywhere special to do this and no
one had to do it for him. It need be only between him and God. “Go home
tonight and go into your closet and get down on your knees and pray.”
The next day he came over to tell me he had done what I had said and as
he prayed, a peace came over him and he knew that whatever happened
it would be ok. He added, “Now what do I do?’ I told him to just listen for
God’s voice and whatever He tells you to do, no matter what it was, to do it.
I believe that a couple of weeks went by, when he came over to me with
a smile and said he had to tell me what had happened. He said the Lord
spoke to him and told him to call his wife and make a date with her.
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And so he had called her up and asked her out for dinner. She said, rather
than to go out, he could come over to the house and she would fix dinner.
After he hung up, he asked the Lord what he should do now? And the Lord
told him to do as he would have done when he had first known her and
was dating. So he shaved and showered, put on his best clothes, bought
flowers and candy and went over to the house. She seemed a little surprised
at his appearance, but didn’t say too much until midway through dinner
when she stopped their conversation to say, “There is something different
about you, but I just don’t know what it is.”
He said, “Let me tell you what it is– I asked God back into my life and that
is what you see.”
She said “Whatever it is, I like it, and I would like us to try again to make
our marriage work.”
So now he sat next to me smiling and asked, “What do you think, Bill?”
I said that I was so happy for him but he needed to continue growing in
the Lord and listening to His voice. I concluded, “Read your bible and it will
give you wisdom and understanding.” And so he did, the entire time I was
working there. He would bring his bible to work and read it at lunch.
And slowly the area I worked in started to change, too. The nude pictures
started coming down; the X-rated books started disappearing from the
shelf. And it wasn’t too long before several people were reading their bibles
at lunch.
It was about this time I told the Lord that this was great– I could work here
twenty years more and retire– that I wanted even more of His blessing!
Little did I know what that would consist of and what I was asking for.
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February 1976
It was shortly after this on February 20th, that Convair had one of the
biggest layoffs it had ever had. I had almost 10 years of seniority there, and
the layoff went past 10 years. My supervisor came up to me and gave me
my slip with a “Don’t worry, Bill. I’m sure it won’t last long.”
By this time, my faith in God being in control was so strong, I didn’t have
a hint of a worry, and I told him everything would be OK. By my voice and
actions, I think he thought I didn’t understand what was happening, and he
added, “Probably 2 months at the most and you’ll be back.” I answered,
“Great, it’ll be a nice break,” and he went away shaking his head.
That evening, they banded my toolbox and I went home. I asked the Lord
what he would have me to do and He said, “Rest,” and so I did.
We went on picnics and worked
around the house. Dad got in some
side jobs for me repairing cars,
and at one point we even bought
a VW bug convertible, for next to
nothing, replaced the engine and
drove it around for a while. It had
been sitting a long time, all opened
up, so the seats were pretty bad
and there was a lot of spiders that
had made their home in it, so I
used a whole can of Black Flag in
and around the seats, under the
dashboard, etc. The people who
had it before had customized it so
it had wide tires and special rims.
The fenders were flared to fit the
tires. The chrome molding around
the outside had been removed,
apparently so the original owners
could re-paint, but they never did
and had lost the strips. The battery
was barely alive, but I bought some

Gina and Art 1976
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stuff from Pep Boys that re-energized it. I loved it– Michelle hated it.
She didn’t like convertibles because the wind hurt her ears and she said this
one stank like bug spray. Besides all that, it was noisy. It had a shimmy in
the front wheel that you could feel when you got up around 40 mph that
Dad and I were trying to fix, so I had it in his garage while we were working
on it.
In the meantime, a friend of my Dad’s was trying to sell his own VW bug. It
was a hard top and much newer and looked gorgeous inside and out. They
had placed it in my Dad’s front yard with a for sale sign on it. A guy came
by and stopped to look at the VW in the yard and happened to notice my
little convertible in the garage and fell in love with it.
My Dad told him it wasn’t for sale, but he asked for my number so he
could call and ask me, so Dad gave it to him and he went off to make the
call. Dad called me first and told me what to expect and I told him I didn’t
want to sell. His reply was, “Ask a price too high for it, that will get rid of
him.” So I decided since the newer one in the front yard they were selling
was for $650.00 (a lot of money in 1976), I would set mine at $900.00
which I thought was way overpriced. I couldn’t believe it for the life of me,
he said OK! I tried talking him out of it by telling him about the shimmy,
and he only said he would give me $50.00 more if I would fix it, so the
Lord provided some extra money for us while I was laid off and I lost my
convertible.
One day, we happened to be driving through the nearby community
of Spring Valley. I was stopped at a light and waiting for it to change. I
happened to see off to my left– Mountain Printers, which was in a little
shopping center called La Presa Plaza. A short while back, my Dad’s
Citizen Band Radio Club that myself and the rest of the family belonged
to, had purchased some silk screened jacket patches from Bill D., owner
of Mountain Printers. When he had brought the finished patches to our
meeting, the treasurer wasn’t there, so Bill had said to just drop off a check
later. But every time they went by his shop it had been closed.
I asked Michelle, “Isn’t that the shop that we owe for the patches?” and she
said she thought so. “Why don’t we stop over there and if he’s in we can
pay him what the club owes and they can reimburse us?” I asked.
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She agreed and we made a left turn and parked in front of the shop. The
little printshop was open and we went in, re-introduced ourselves to Bill
and told him our plan. He thanked us and after the business was taken care
of, Bill proceeded to tell us that he was going to sell the business. He said he
had become allergic to the chemicals and they were making him sick so he
had to change professions. I told him I was sorry to hear that and I wished
him luck.
As I turned to go, Bill asked, “Isn’t your dad the mechanic?” I stated that he
was, and Bill said, “Are you interested in cars, too?” I told him I was, and he
said, “Then you have to take a look at what I have in the back of the shop.”
We walked out to the back and there was a 1950 studebaker parked there.
He said it was in good condition except it needed a leaking head gasket
replaced. He needed to get rid of it since he was selling the business and
was going to let it go for $300.00. He said he really wanted me to have it.
I told him I had been laid off and really didn’t know for how long, but if I
got called back before he sold it I would buy it from him. He tried to insist,
but I declined and we left.

1950 Studebaker Champion
The original color was Black cherry.
Michelle called it ka-ka purple.
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La Presa Plaza as seen from Jamacha Blvd.
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Bulletins
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The Dream
About a week went by when one night around 9:00 p.m. I got a call from
Bill D.. “Is this the Bill Spurlock who came out to the shop and paid the
REACT (our club) bill?” I said it was. “Bill, I want you to come and get the
Studebaker. I told him I was still laid off and couldn’t afford it yet. “I’m not
talking about you buying it, I’m giving it to you,” he said. “I already signed
the pink slip over.”
I told him I knew he could get the $300.00 for it and that he should go
ahead and sell it. He said he didn’t want some kid getting it and turning it
into a hot rod, and he knew I would take care of it. I told him to really think
about it and if he still felt the same way tomorrow I would come and get it.
He agreed and hung up.
That night I had a dream. I dreamt I was in the print shop and I was
running the small printing press. Stacked all around me were these preprinted church bulletins and I was printing the inside portion of them.
There seemed to be thousands of them and I kept feeding them in and
taking them out. I worked all night and when I woke up, my whole body
was tired, as if I had actually been standing there.
I told Michelle my dream and she asked me if I thought it meant anything.
I said, “No, I’m a milling machine operator. I don’t know anything about
printing.”
Later on that day, Dad and I went over to the print shop to get the
Studebaker. Bill D. gave me the pink slip and then started bringing out extra
parts he had for the car and proceeded to put them in the Studebaker.
The Lord told me to tell Bill about my dream. Now, I was getting bolder about
sharing Christ with other people, but to tell a stranger about a silly dream
was something else, so I ignored the Voice, and just continued loading the
different parts, manuals, etc. into the car. The Lord once again said, “Tell
him about your dream.” I continued to ignore Him and we finished loading
up. I thanked Bill for everything, and we shook hands. We had hooked the
Studebaker to Dad’s truck with a tow bar, so we started to climb into the
truck when the Voice once more but in a demanding tone said, “Tell him
your dream!” I thought I better do it, no matter how foolish I might look.
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So I asked Dad if he could wait a moment and I climbed back out of the
truck.
“Bill, can I share something with you?” I asked him. He said to go ahead.
I started telling him about my dream and he just stood there staring at
me over the top of his glasses. When I had finished, he told me to wait a
moment and he went back into the shop.
Bill D. not only worked there, but he also lived there. The place was a real
dump. To say it was dirty would be putting it mildly. Towards the back of
the shop, he had stacked boxes up that he used as a wall, behind which he
had a bed. He started digging around these boxes, pushing some here and
there and finally, pulling out an old box, he dusted it off, walked over and
handed it to me saying, “Now you can believe in dreams.”
I looked at him a little curiously and opened the box. There in the box
were the church bulletins that I had seen in my dream. I said, “Wow, that’s
really something.” Bill told me to keep them. That maybe I might know a
church that could use them. I thanked him again, put the bulletins in the
Studebaker and off we went toward home. When I got home I told Michelle
what had happened and she said that must mean something. I repeated
what I had told her before, that I was a milling machine operator and knew
nothing about printing.
Well, the Lord wasn’t about to let me off the hook that easy. If I couldn’t
take a hint then I must need to think about it a while. That night I found it
impossible to sleep. All night I tossed and turned and didn’t get a wink of
sleep. The next night was the same. I tried some over the counter sleep
aid, but to no avail. The next night we added a hot bath and the next we
tried exercise.
By the next night I was feeling so bad I thought I was going to die and
decided I had better call Bill D.. I figured that Bill had said he was selling
the business so chances were he already had and was no longer there, but
I knew I had to try. It was around 9:00p.m., about the same time he had
called me, when I called the shop’s number - to my surprise, he answered
the phone. “Bill, this is Bill Spurlock. I was wondering if you had sold the
shop yet.”
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“No,” he replied.
“Can I come out and talk to you about it?” I asked.
“Sure, come on out.”
I told Michelle where I was going, got my coat, climbed into the car and off
to Spring Valley I went. I didn’t have a clue why I was doing this other than
the Lord must want me to. When I arrived at the print shop, Bill met me
at the door and invited me in. At the back of the shop he had a couple of
chairs and a hot plate with a pot of coffee on it. He poured us both some
coffee and invited me to sit down.
We talked for a while about REACT - the club Dad and the family belonged
to, and then about CB radios and the good and bad happening with them.
We talked about the weather and politics. You name it– I think we talked
a little about it. Finally, Bill looked at me and said, “Are you serious about
buying the business?”
I said I was and then added, “How much would I have to borrow for it?”
He smiled and said, “You won’t have to borrow anything.” I reminded
him that he had given me the Studebaker because I was laid off and then
repeated the question. Bill said, “Let me show you what I got.”
We started walking through the little shop and as we did, he pointed out
the different equipment as we passed. “This is the press, and here is the
plate making machine. In the drawers of this table are the plates and negs
and over here is the book stapler.” He showed me everything he had and
although I was pretty ignorant about this stuff, in my mind I gave a guess
at what it might cost. By the time we had finished I had summed up that a
good guess of what was there would be around $5,000.00
Bill concluded, “So all that I showed you, plus what furniture I have here…”
“Are you ready for this?”
I said, “Sure, how much?”
He said, “I’m going to let you have all this for $500.”
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I wasn’t used to God supplying things like this so it caught me off guard.
I was stunned and then the thought came to my mind. What is the catch?
Was there anything he said or showed me that I didn’t pick up on? Bill just
stood there grinning at me as my mind raced over everything that had just
happened. It just didn’t make sense how he could sell all this for $500.
And yet, I couldn’t find the catch.
I finally told Bill that I needed to talk to Michelle first and he said he
understood. “Go home and talk to Michelle and let me know in the
morning.” I said I would and left.
It was a little after midnight by the time I arrived home and told Michelle
what had happened. Her reaction was, “And you didn’t tell him you would
take it?” I told her no, I thought there must be some kind of a catch that I
wasn’t seeing and I needed to think about it for a while.
She asked, “What if he changes his mind?” I said if he changed his mind
it wasn’t for us to get it. We went to bed and I immediately fell asleep and
slept like a baby.
I woke up the next morning feeling like a million dollars and with a surety
of what we should do. “How much money do we have left in the bank?” I
asked Michelle. She looked at our statement and said, “$500.00 in savings.”
“Well, let’s use it - we’re going to buy a print shop!”
Michelle and I drove out to the print shop. Bill had made out a bill of sale,
listing everything he had on that paper, and what he had paid for it on a
separate sheet. At the top he had written: “Sold to William J. Spurlock and
Michelle M. Spurlock for $500.00.” He signed it and we gave him a check.
Then Bill said, “Now, I want to tell you something.”
My heart stopped for a second and I thought, now here comes the catch.
“Ok Bill, what is it?” I asked.
“There was another young man that wanted to buy the business for $5,000,
but I didn’t like him. That’s why I sold it to you for $500.”
I said, “Praise the Lord!”
20
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Bill responded, “The Lord has nothing to do with it, it’s between me and
you.”
I said, “Well, I want to thank you Bill, but I do believe God had a hand in
this.”
And so Michelle and I became owners of Mountain Printers.
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One of the ﬁrst ﬂyers I printed up
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April 30, 1976
After we left the print shop, I decided to go talk to the family about what
we had done, so Michelle and I went to Mom and Dad’s house, and after we
had talked with them we went to my sister and brother-in-law's - Pat and
Don. You see, I still wasn’t real sure what I was supposed to do. Was I going
to take what I had just bought and place it in my garage and perhaps do
printing for churches in my spare time? I wasn’t really sure about anything.
So I was hoping for insight from the people I trusted. What I got was support.
They all said that whatever they could do to help, they would. This gave me
a little confidence to forge ahead, and so I did.
Bill D. had said he would hang around a while and show me how everything
worked. So the next day I went over to the shop and received my first
lesson on how to turn on and off the press. I also washed it up– Bill had left
it inked up from the last job he had done and he said he figured I needed to
know how to do it so he left it for me to do.
Bill said he had to go out of town but would be back next week. So on the
10th of May (our daughter Gina’s first birthday) Bill and I went down to
the County Office and he signed out of the name Mountain Printers and I
signed into it. We did all the legal papers that we needed to do and now the
State of California recognized Michelle and I as Mountain Printers. We also
had to publish it as a fictitious name in a newspaper for a number of weeks
and Bill told us which paper was the least expensive. That basically just said
that William and Michelle Spurlock were now doing business as Mountain
Printers. Michelle said she never knew before that’s what “dba” meant.
The following day I had my first customer, a CB club wanted some flyers
printed up. Bill showed me how to make a plate and then ink up the press
and then actually print the copies they wanted. I did my best to memorize
each step he showed me. It seemed simple enough, at least it did while Bill
was there!
He told me that you have to teach your customers how to bring in what they
want the way they want it– that they shouldn’t expect us to clean up or fix
everything for them. “If you start doing things like that for them they will
start expecting it every time and we don’t have time to be doing that
kind of stuff,” he said.
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I ventured to ask Bill, “Do you really think I could make a living for me and
a family doing this?”
He said, “Sure, if you are willing to work hard enough you can do it.” Then
he added, “Let’s go eat,” and so off we went to eat and that concluded
another day’s training.
The next day, I met the landlord of the building. He was nice enough, but
he had a lease for me to sign that really made me nervous. So far, I really
wasn’t committed to anything concerning the print shop. I could always just
move the stuff into the garage or sell it. But here he was with a lease for 3
years at $135.00 a month! I told him I had no quarrel with the amount, but
couldn’t it be month to month? He said that this was standard for business
property and Bill agreed with him. He added, “Look at it this way, you know
the rent can’t change with a lease. This is more for your protection.”
Well, they kept it up until I finally agreed and with a shaky hand I signed
the papers. I think that was as scary as when I had received my draft
notice.! Now I was committed.
I also met Dick Merrill that day. He was the supplier for the plates, negs and
chemicals Bill had been using. He seemed very pleasant and said he would
be coming by twice a week and if there was anything he could do to help to
just ask. He gave me his phone number and then left. Not too much more
happened that day other than a sheriff’s deputy who had come by earlier
and left a flyer about needing horse owners to volunteer for a mounted
searchers’ organization. Bill said it would be a good gesture to print up a
bunch more for them and I could use the experience anyway. So we took
the flyer and made a plate and ran off 500 copies. Later that day we saw
the deputy that was handing them out and gave them to him.
The next day a guy came in and ordered business cards so Bill showed
me how to take the order and then send out the order to a company that
specialized in making business cards with raised print strictly for other print
shops to sell. He said this was the best and easiest way to do them, but
I should never let the customer know that I wasn’t printing them myself.
Later this advice got me into trouble when an order got lost in the mail.
After that, I was always up front with my customers about which cards I
was printing in house and which ones I was sending out.
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At this time, I was still drawing unemployment pay and it was a good thing
since there was so little work being performed there at the shop. Bill started
being at the shop less and less, sometimes only dropping in to get his mail.
And on certain days, I would just sit there waiting for a customer or for the
phone to ring and got neither.
I had thought it a smart move to keep the name and phone number,
thinking that I would start off with Bill’s old customers and build on them.
Little did I know who Bill’s customers were and what he had been printing.
This came out later when Michelle and Dad started cleaning up and found
photos of naked men in various poses and masters for different flyers and
stuff for a couple of X-rated theaters.
During these times of sitting and waiting, I would talk to the Lord about
what I was feeling and wondering about what I should do next. Michelle
was at home taking care of the kids so it was just me and the Lord, so I
talked to Him like He was sitting in the room across from me. Most of the
time though He just listened and didn’t comment on what I had to say.
On the morning of June 3rd, I had decided I should order myself some
business cards. So I started to design the card and asked the Lord what
He thought I should put on the card– a cross, or maybe a fish, something
to show I was a Christian. The Lord spoke to me and said, “It is time to
do away with symbols; it should be with words so there is no doubt in
anyone’s mind what you are.”
I thought a moment and then said, “Lord, this is your business, so what I
will put on the card is “God Is Our Partner.” I felt a warmth go over me and
knew God was pleased, so this became our slogan from that day on.
Our first cards were blue and
gold on a white gloss stock with
a printing logo in the corner. I
thought them quite fancy for that
time.
We didn’t want to discourage customers
from ordering, so had our home number on
the card so we could be reached after hours.
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So far, the only jobs that had been coming into the shop were standard 81/2 x 11” (letter size) jobs printed in one color of ink. Whether they were
flyers or letterheads etc. I was getting to be pretty good at this, although I
had a terrible time trying to print my own flyers. Something had gotten
moved and when I went to print them up, the image was too low and was
running right off the edge of the paper! I couldn’t figure out how to raise
the darn image up, but I finally got the bright idea to use longer paper. So
I used 8-1/2 x 14” paper for our flyer with extra space at the top! I don’t
think people were very impressed by them, though. They didn’t seem to
bring in any new customers.
I finally got where I could print flyers without much difficulty. But then
one day a guy came in to the shop and wanted to know if I could make
him up some invoices. I told him sure and took his order. I believe it was
for 500 3 part carbonless forms, numbered. There wasn’t anything special
about them, so I figured there shouldn’t be any problem. I was wrong.
The carbonless paper wanted to do everything but go through the press.
Either the sheet would get sucked up into the ink, or the press would pull
two sheets at a time, or it wouldn’t take any sheet at all, causing the press
to misfeed and print on the impression cylinder. The worst was when the
sheet got sucked up into the ink rollers. Most of the time you have to wash
the press to fix it. Anyway, I tried everything I could think of to get it to feed
with no success.
After fighting it all day and losing most of my stock, I finally gave up,
washed the press and went home. Boy, was I irritated. I hadn’t made a
cent and was probably in the hole on this job. I got home fuming and told
Michelle about the day. She told me to relax and watch a little TV and she
would get dinner for us. By the time I went to bed, I was pretty calm and
fell right to sleep. That night I had a dream. I saw the press and there was
a hand, nothing else, just a hand. The hand went to each adjusting knob
and set them to a certain number and then the paper feed lever was set on
a number. Next the hand put the carbonless paper into the press, turned it
on and pressed the feed switch and the paper ran through with no problem.
I woke up in the morning, had breakfast and went to the shop. I went to
the press and set the controls where the hand had showed me and to my
amazement the carbonless fed without a problem. I immediately wrote
down the adjustments I had made for the next time I had to run carbonless
and thanked God for His wisdom.
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Note: Indicator showing how many
“hits” we could make before the number
would change again.
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After finishing the job on the press I started looking around to see how to
number the invoices. I found a couple of hand numbering machines and
after checking them out, I found that they could be set to change numbers
after 1, 2, 3, or 4 hits. I figured this must be the way to do it and set the
numberer to 3 since the invoices each had 3 sheets and started numbering.
White, then yellow, then pink. There, that’s one set. Now, once again- white,
then yellow, then pink, that’s two sets…and so it went for 500 sets. I was
really proud I had figured it out, although it sure was a lot of work!
MICHELLE: A few days later, Dick Merrill had come in and found Bill
numbering this way and showed him he was making WAY too much work for
himself. The correct way is to pad (glue) the sets FIRST, and then number all
3 sheets together. As the top sheet is numbered, it carbons through onto the
sheets beneath. MUCH easier!!
Next thing was how to glue them into sets. At first we didn’t have a clue.
Old Bill D. had never even mentioned carbonless paper or how to glue
them. But in asking around, our paper supply center told us there was a
special glue to use. You stacked up the job, put a heavy weight on the edge
to hold it tight and then painted this thin, watery liquid on the edge you
wanted glued together. They said that after the stuff dried, it would separate
into individual sets. I didn’t quite believe it, but went ahead and did as they
had said. Sure enough, just like magic– they separated into little 3 part sets!
So there was my first carbonless job.
After the confidence I had gained from running the carbonless paper for
that customer, I decided it was time for us to have our own invoices. So
far, I had just been using the plain letterhead type sheets Bill D. had used,
along with a piece of carbon paper or I used a receipt out of a book we had
purchased from the office supply. One of the items that had come with the
shop was a book of templates for different forms. I found one I liked and
put our heading on it, along with “God Is Our Partner.” Then I repeated the
steps I had done with the other job and just as before, everything worked
like it was supposed to. I even numbered the job the way I had done and
padded (glued) it. We now had our own invoices. I was so proud of myself.
On June 7th, I got my notice to return to Convair. I assessed the situation
at the print shop and concluded that there was no way we could make it as
things were going. So I devised a plan and presented it to the Lord. “Lord,
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Photos of AB Dick 320 machines. Mine was a green model, and in better condition!
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there is no way we’re going to make it like this, so give me 6 months back
at Convair. I'll save up some money and then I’ll quit and we can use the
money to advertise and get the print shop on its feet. What do you think,
Lord?” He didn’t say anything, but since he didn’t say NO, I went ahead
with my plan.
Convair put me back in my old area, and all the guys were glad to see me.
It was just like returning back home. The way we worked it out, I went to
Convair at 7:00 a.m. Dad and Michelle would open the print shop and take
any orders that came in. At 3:30 I got out of Convair and went to the shop.
Michelle would show me what had came in and then her and Dad would go
home and she would get the kids. Mom had been watching them all day
for us.
I would stay there at the shop until I completed the work and then go
home, have dinner and relax. Unfortunately, because of my inexperience, it
took me three times as long to complete the jobs and usually it was pretty
late by the time I got home. Thus it seemed each week I felt more and
more tired.
Mom came over one day and her and Michelle cleaned the shop from one
end to the other, mopping, dusting and cleaning. It looked like a different
place when I got there. While Mom was cleaning the rest room, she knelt
down in there and prayed the Lord would bless the business and watch
over the shop. She and Dad had also bought me a desk plate that read: Bill
Spurlock, owner.
It was during the clean up that Michelle found the photos of naked men and
other items that revealed Mr. D. wasn’t an angel sent to help us. But God
can use whomever He wants for His purpose!
The family was always ready to help should we need an extra hand, and I
really relied on Dad to help keep the press running and for ideas on how to
do a job.
I had told Dad I was unhappy about the quality of work the press was
doing. So one day while I was at Convair, Dad took the press completely
apart. At this time, Bill D. was coming by occasionally– usually to pick up
his mail and never stayed very long. It just so happened he walked in as
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Dad was pulling the last piece off the press. He took one horrified look and
exclaimed, “What are you doing!” and then, “Oh my God, Oh my God,” and
he turned and almost ran out of the shop. I guess he figured that was the
end of that press. Little did he know my Dad. He always said that if a man
had made it, he could fix it. Well, by the time I arrived from Convair, it was
back together again, running like a dream.
Dad also tried to help out by printing for me, but his eyes couldn’t see well
enough to detect any dirty spots etc. so he helped with the other stuff and
left the printing for me.
We got an order for some raffle tickets so I made up a master and ran
them off, but couldn’t figure out how to do the perforation for the stubs.
Dad said not to worry, that he would figure out a way while I was at
Convair. Sure enough, when I arrived at the shop, Dad was perfing the
tickets. He had found a perfing blade for an old letterpress machine, and
made himself a platform for the tickets. He would lay one ticket at a time
on the platform, and then, putting the perfing blade in place, he would
strike it with a hammer. This was definitely not the best way to do it, but it
got the job done!
Sometimes my sister would come out and wait on customers and answer
the phone. This gave Michelle a little company or she could take care of
some household chores like grocery shopping, etc.
Michelle and I were working at the shop 5-1/2 days a week, so our kids, Art
and Gina would go over with us on Saturdays. I showed them the magic
paper (carbonless) and how you could draw on the top sheet and it would
magically appear on the sheet below. They thought that was pretty cool.
Mom gave us a little portable TV, and in the morning, the kids would watch
cartoons, then they had the job of picking up discarded papers off the floor.
Towards the afternoon, the gentleman who owned the beauty shop next
door would show up with his kids and Art and Gina would play with them.
One time, unbeknownst to us, Art found some tickets in the trash and
decided to take them home and sell to his friends. We found out what had
happened when he came home with some money. We sent him back out to
give back the money and bring back the tickets. We explained to him why
he couldn’t do that, and from that time on was more aware of what he was
wanting to take home.
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The Selectric typewriters had many
different styles of print, including an
Old English and a Script. All we had
to do was change the “ball.” We had
at least 6 styles to choose from!!
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Meanwhile, the Lord was still teaching me the printing business. So far, all
that was coming into the shop were orders for printing on 8-1/2 x 11 paper
or carbonless jobs, and with each job I was getting better and better.
One day while I was at the shop working at the press, I heard a loud bang
out in the parking lot. Filled with curiosity, I went to the door of the shop. A
guy had come out of the bar 3 doors down from the shop, got into his car
and ran into the back of my truck. He was trying to back up when I came
running out and stopped him. He had bent up my tailgate, but it didn’t
look like there was any other damage. I got all of his information and a few
weeks later his insurance company sent me a check for the damages. We
decided that we could use a new typewriter more than a repaired tailgate,
so we purchased a Remington Select typewriter. That was a very special
typewriter for which you could change the typestyle by simply changing a
ball element. We also got a few different elements. This was going to help
with our layouts. We figured we could use the typewriter instead of using
the transfer letters so much, making it go a lot faster.
Another new experience came when I bought a new supply of plates and
negatives from Dick Merrill. At that time we were using an Agfa plate
making system. This was a metal plate with a paper negative that was
exposed and developed using a unit we called a scamp system.
I had noticed that on the new boxes were the words “New and Improved.”
(Later I would shudder every time those words appeared on anything!) This
particular day I had used the last of my old supply and opened the new
boxes so I could make a plate for a simple flyer order that had come in. I
went through the normal steps to make the plate as I had done quite a few
times before, but to my surprise, when I separated the negative from the
plate, the plate was blank! I scratched my head and wondered what I had
done wrong. I threw those away and tried again with the same result. Now
I was getting a little upset. Each plate and negative set was costing me close
to $1.50, so I was already into this job $3.00 with still no plate and I had
only charged the customer $5.00.
I had to try again, but decided I would do it step by step. I talked out loud
to myself as I went through the steps. “First, Bill laid the master on the
setup sheet. Then he laid the negative on top with the black side down. Then
he flipped the whole thing over. We closed the lid and pressed the exposure
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button...” I continued talking out loud to myself. “....After the light goes out,
we open the lid and take out the setup sheet with the master and we put the
plate down with the negative on top. We press the develop button and both
roll into the chemical tray. They come out here... I wait 15 seconds and then
I separate the neg from the plate. That’s exactly what Bill showed me. That’s
exactly what I have been doing ever since,” I said as I separated the neg from
the plate... “So why is this plate blank?” I continued, standing there shaking
my head.
I was really baffled. I had a customer that would be showing up anytime,
and at this point, no matter what happened, I wouldn’t be making any
money on this order. It was just a question of how much of a loss it would
be! I knew I had done everything right, so it was no use trying again. I
needed help, but who could I turn to? Out of my whole family, I was the
one with the most knowledge about printing. I still didn’t know how to get
a hold of Bill D.. He would simply drop in on occasion and I hadn’t heard
from him at all since he had come over when Dad had the little press apart.
Who could I call? Then I remembered Dick Merrill handing me his card and
saying, “Call anytime if you need advice or have a problem.”
I found his card and with my fingers crossed and praying he would be at
home, dialed the number. I thanked God when he answered the phone. I
explained to Dick what had happened, assuring him I had done everything
right. “I just don’t understand how the plate can be blank,” I added.
Dick asked, “Did you try changing the exposure time?”
“The exposure time?” I repeated. “Bill never said anything about the
exposure time!”
“See the big knob on top with all the numbers on it?” Dick replied. “Turn
it down about 4 notches and try again. If it still doesn’t work, call me back
and I’ll come out there.”
I thanked Dick and hung up the phone. A little reluctantly, I did as he had
advised and tried it again. To my amazement, this time it worked! Dick
instantly became my hero and I taped his card right on the desk where it
would be easily found the next time a crisis hit.
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Dick Merrill became a good friend. He made us his last stop so he could
visit a while and if we needed any help with anything he could take as
much time as necessary.
I would brew up a cup of coffee around the time he usually showed up and
then take a break when he arrived. I had even bought him his own cup with
his name on it. He thought that was pretty special. It turned out he had
grown up in a print shop. His dad had his own business for many years so
Dick knew a lot about ink, paper and such. He had been in the army just
like me except he had been an officer and had served time in Vietnam.
When he had come out of the service, he decided he would rather sell
supplies than run a press. He always enjoyed sitting and talking and I would
share how the Lord had changed our life and was taking care of us. He
always listened but never commented when we shared what the Lord had
done.
One day Dick had noticed we were losing a lot of plates due to wrong
exposure times or excessive spotting, things we thought were unacceptable. I
felt the work was a reflection of the shop and the shop belonged to the Lord
so I was very picky about the work we turned out. Dick made a comment
that if we didn’t get the hang of it soon, we’d put ourselves out of business.
Then he added, “I had a customer who has the same press as you. He tried
my supplies and decided he didn’t like them and gave them back. Since he
opened them I can’t sell them, so I’ll let you guys have them.”
I told him that would be great and he went out to his van to retrieve the
supplies. Something led me to go to the front window and watch him,
and what I saw was Dick take a box of plates and a box of negs from his
van and then he reached into his pocket pulling out his penknife. He slit
the tape on the boxes and opened them and then closed them again, and
using some masking tape he had in the van, resealed the boxes. He brought
them in and gave them to me. “I can’t return these and they will do more
good here, anyway,” he said. “I think there are only one or two plates
missing.”
I thanked him and told Dick how grateful I was and after he left I thanked
God for Dick and for placing it on his heart to help us.
Another time, I was trying to print up some letterheads for a business on
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some nice stationery paper. No matter what I did, I couldn’t keep the ink
from streaking down the paper from each letter of the company name. It
reminded me of mascara running down the face of a crying woman. The
company had ordered 250 sheets, and after printing about 500 without
having one good sheet in the bunch, I called Dick. He said he would be by
that evening and would see what he could do. Sure enough, that evening his
van pulled up and in he walked with a box of supplies.
“Let’s wash it up,” he said, “and start again.” That evening he introduced
me to Van Son Ink, Smooth Lith Ink Additive and Hurst 306 Fountain
Solution. After washing the press and using the new supplies, the job came
out looking great. Dick left the supplies and wouldn’t take a cent for any of
it. This was the type of people the Lord sent our way.
I came into work one afternoon after having worked all day at Convair
and Michelle had a different job for me to do– envelopes. The customer
wanted their return address in the corner. That being Friday, they said they
would pick up the job on the following Monday. Well, although I hadn’t run
envelopes before, I was feeling pretty self confident and told Michelle, “No
problem,” and sent her home to pick up the kids from Mom and Dad’s
house and I started setting up the press.
Well, remember the episode with the carbonless paper? Multiply that by
three and you have envelopes! Needless to say, I was there for several more
hours fighting the job, getting upset and accomplishing nothing. I finally
decided, “Enough is enough- I’m tired, and hungry and I’m going home!”
I shut down the machine, washed it up and went home. I was still fuming
when I got to the house. Michelle fixed something for me to eat and I
watched a little T.V. to get my mind off the shop. Then we went to bed.
Once again, I had a dream and there was the press, and a Hand began to
turn the controls to a certain number and set the feed control, then put the
envelopes in and pressing the feed lever, the envelopes ran through without
a problem.
I woke up the next morning (Saturday), had breakfast and drove out to the
shop, eager to get back to the job. I set the controls to where the Hand
had showed me, put the envelopes in, and just as in my dream, they ran
without a problem. I thanked God for His help and wrote down the settings
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in my notebook. Now, I thought, I can run anything that comes in– and so I
could, for a while!
My Dad owned the house next door to him and he rented it out to a family
we had become friends with. Their son was in Little League and so in July,
Don (the tenant) asked if we thought we could print the All Star Tournament
Program for them. I didn’t think it should be that hard to do. 3 sheets of
paper printed on both sides, then folded and collated together and stapled.
So I told him, “Sure,” and figured out a price.
The league liked our price and gave us the job. Then the nightmare began!
Don gave us the information that was to go into the schedules along with
pictures of each team. Doing the layout was easy enough. I had talked with
Dick Merrill about the photos and he had explained to me that in order
to print a photo, they had to be screened first. This meant the photo was
turned into a bunch of dot patterns that would then make them printable.
This can be seen by looking at a printed photo through a magnifying glass.
Dick said he could screen the photos for us which he did. Then we pasted
the resulting screened pictures called halftones into the proper place on
each page.
Then came the printing. No matter what I did, the pictures looked terrible.
I ran the ink dark; I ran the ink light. I tried changing the pressures on the
press; nothing seemed to help. I made the plates at different exposures. I
tried everything that I had learned so far and met failure at every turn. I
even tried using a more expensive, better quality paper, but even that didn’t
help.
I was running out of time and money, so in desperation, I called Dick
Merrill again. I explained the situation to him and everything I had done. He
said he could make the plates for us on his more sophisticated equipment.
I figured it was our best bet, so we sent all the masters for the program
with him to be plated. Dick’s plates did help slightly, but the job still looked
pretty bad.
After all this, we were running out of time for the promised date, so Mom
and Dad had us bring the entire job, folder and book stapler over to their
house. Pat and Don came too, and between the six of us we finished the
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job. I ran the folder, Don stapled and Mom, Pat and Michelle collated the
pages, sitting around the big table in the den. Dad gave relief and supplied
sheets to whoever needed them and then boxed the finished books.
Of course, none of the family would take a cent. They said that they were
just glad to be able to help. My family repeated this many more times over
the years– always willing to help and never expecting anything in return.
One of the greatest gifts God gave Michelle and I was the love of this family
and we have always been very grateful for it.
And as for the Little League programs? Well, they weren’t the best looking
job, but they were done on time and no one complained (at least, not to
us). They paid us by check and we cashed it quick, before anyone could
change their minds! The lesson learned with this job was there is only so
much a small 320 table top AB Dick press can do. They’re just not made for
that type of printing.
So far, we had been making up masters using the typewriter and transfer
letters. The transfer letters looked nice when we needed a large or fancy
style for a headline or something, but sometimes the letters would crack or
flake off and it took a long time to do. Time wasn’t really a problem as far
as work backing up, because we didn’t have a lot of jobs coming in, but I
was always looking for a better and easier way to do things so I could
get out of the shop earlier at night.
One day I was telling Dick Merrill this and
he said he had a unit that I could buy that
would do away with the transfer letters.
He said it was called a “Strip Printer.”
You had the alphabet, numbers and
punctuation symbols in a certain size
and style on a negative strip which
you threaded over this small table top
exposure unit. You exposed the letters
you needed onto a copy strip, spelling
out the words you wanted. Then you put
the strip in a small developer bottle and there you had it, in a nice straight
line to boot. No more cracked or crooked letters from the rub-on transfer
sheets. It sounded great to me, so we purchased it for $370.00. Mountain
Printers was modernized!
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The New Press
Ever since the little league book incident, I had been thinking that we
needed a better printing press - but what should I be looking for? So when
Dick made one of his weekly stops, I decided to ask him.
“Dick, if you were me, what kind of press would you get for the business?”
Dick looked at me and gave it a little thought then said, “Well, the cadillac of
the presses is the chief. They’re made for quality and they will last forever.
Yes, that’s what I’d get, if I could afford it.”
“So, they’re pretty expensive?” I asked.
“Oh yes,” he said, “but it never hurts to dream.”
Well, now I knew what I wanted- now the question was how could I get it.
So I took it to the Lord. I explained how it would help His shop to grow and
how we would be a lot more versatile and able to accomplish more jobs. I
explained how having a new press would make my life a little easier and I
would be able to get home at a more decent time. I concluded with, “Lord,
bless us with a way to get this press.”
Well, I guess I sounded convincing or maybe it was just His love for me, but
the Lord opened a door for us.
MICHELLE: I had recently attended a government sponsored seminar
intended to help new business owners with such things as state and federal
requirements for record keeping, tax deposits, rules, regulations, etc. They
also went over some of the programs available, including small business
loans. They outlined some of the steps, requirements and paperwork required
for a government assisted loan. Nothing could even be started without a
formal, written, detailed business plan. Business Plan!??!! Our “Business
Plan” consisted of trusting in God and hanging on for dear life! Since that
door (a small business loan) was obviously closed, we looked into equipment
leasing. We were shocked to find out that they actually expected us to pay
back that “huge” sum of money in only 3 to 5 years. IF we could even qualify
(which was doubtful with less than one year in business and no operating
capital), the payments would be astronomical- over 3 times our mortgage
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payment! I called down to our regular bank to see if there was any kind of
a loan we could get and found out they had just recently started allowing
homeowners to borrow money on their houses for purposes other than
property improvement. (Back then, regular banks hadn’t been doing those
types of loans.) We had been with them since we first got married and had a
good banking history with them. Bill was still working at Convair and looked
like an excellent credit risk. The interest rate was good and they would give
us enough time to repay it so that we could handle the payments. We went
ahead and took out a 2nd on the house.
On November 5th, Dad and I went down to San Diego Printing Supply,
which had the local Chief dealership, and purchased our new Chief 17 for
$17,420. Although this doesn’t sound like a whole lot of money nowadays,
understand we had only paid $19,000 for our home 4 years earlier, and
I had paid $3,500 dollars for a new car in 1968 – so this was quite an
investment. If the Lord had not opened the door with the loan, it would
have been just as Dick said – a nice dream.
Of course, this dream didn’t take long to turn into a nightmare. I had two
problems: 1). There were a few things wrong with the press, and 2). It
didn’t work anything like the little AB Dick I was used to running. The AB
Dick had what was called an integrated water system that basically mingled
the ink and water together to achieve the desired results. The Chief had
an independent water system with rollers covered in cloth “sleeves” called
molletons. The AB Dick fed the paper using a simple friction feed, whereas
the Chief had a complicated vacuum feed system. The AB Dick spat out the
papers into a plain chute delivery, but the Chief carried the sheets of paper
out with a chain delivery system. In other words, I was back to square one
in learning how to print. And worse yet, because of my ignorance, I didn’t
know when I was having problems if it was me or the press. Many times
I started a job on the Chief, and after fighting the press for a while, would
stop and put the job on the AB Dick and print it up there!
The Chief’s water system was the biggest culprit. If it was too wet, water
would drip down on the work and the ink would look washed out. However,
if I didn’t have the cloth rollers wet enough, they would ink up and the
sleeves (not cheap) would be ruined. Running a close second to the water
problems was the vacuum feed. The trick was to set the lift table the paper
sat on so it would stop just below the vacuum suction tubes. Then the air
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blowers needed to be positioned to blow the top sheet up so the sucker
tubes would grab it and carry it to the feed roller which got it traveling
down the conveyor belt to the actual printing part of the press. If any one of
these weren’t right, you were in trouble. Well, needless to say, I was getting
home later than I ever did before.
One day I was really complaining to the Lord as I was trying to get a job to
print with no success, when the Lord called to my mind the times He had
shown me how to run the AB Dick, and I realized if He could teach me to
run the AB Dick, He could teach me to run the Chief. I decided that when I
found myself having a problem I would stop and ask God for help and then
just be quiet and wait on the Lord. Sure enough, the Lord started teaching
me how to run the Chief.
After asking the Lord for help I would wait quietly and the Lord would
speak to me in a still, small voice, directing me what to do. “The molletons
aren’t ruined. Take them to the sink and scrub them with a rag; blot
them with another rag and they will be ok. The reason the paper isn’t
feeding is because you have too much air. Turn down the air and lower
the table a half turn...” and so forth and so on until I started to understand
how to run a Chief. I always thanked God and wrote down what He taught
me in my notebook.

Mom, Dad & me
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I should share with you that I didn’t always take advantage of opportunities
God would direct my way.
About this same time, a salesman came into the shop and in exchanging
small talk, he noticed the small 320 press sitting in the back. He said he
use to work for AB Dick and he had sold those presses. He asked me if it
still worked and I told him it did and added that at first I had had difficulty
running carbonless paper through it. He looked at me a little quizzically
and said, “You can’t run carbonless on that press.”
I responded, “Of course you can, I’ve done it plenty of times.” He shook
his head and said that even brand new from the factory it specified those
machines were to be used for running standard paper and because of the
weight difference between carbonless sheets and the chemicals in the paper
- carbonless paper was not recommended to run on the 320.
I said it was a trick but once you knew how, it ran ok. Then I added, almost
as an afterthought, “But what was even harder to run was envelopes.”
With that, he all but called me a liar. “You can’t,” he said, raising his voice,
“run envelopes on a 320!”
I smiled and replied, “Of course you can. I still do now and then!”
He said, “Look, I have a phone number for AB Dick. You call it and tell them
you’re having difficulty running envelopes, they’ll tell you it can’t be done!”
My answer was, “Not only can it be done, but I do it all the time! That was
my only press at first so I had to run whatever job came into the shop on
it, from flyers to invoices to envelopes. I had no choice. The Lord gave me
wisdom on how to do it and it worked!” He just sat there looking at me, so
I added, “If you would like, I can show you.”
“No, I believe you, but you don’t know how amazing that is.”
I told him that because I didn’t know it couldn’t be done, I was open to the
Lord’s instructions.
He said he was truly amazed and asked if I had thought about adding a
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copier to the shop.
I told him no, but what I thought would be good to have would be a
letterpress for those small business card orders. He said that he got around
to a lot of print shops and if he ran across one for sale he would let me
know. He took one of my cards and as he turned to go he added, “That
was quite a story. I’m glad I stopped by.” I thanked him and he left.
A few days later, true to his word, he called the shop and told Michelle of
a Heidleberg windmill letterpress that was for sale for $300.00. Well, my
custom while at Convair was to check in with the shop on my breaks and
when I did, Michelle told me about the call. I asked her if she and Dad
could go over and look at it. She said they would and hung up. One of the
plank mill operators in my area had worked in a print shop before he had
came to work at Convair so I decided to run the information past him and
see what kind of response I would get. His response was, “Man, that’s a
great deal.”
I went back to my machine with a grin from ear to ear. An hour or so later
my supervisor came up and told me I was to call my wife, so I shut down
my machine and went to the pay phone and dialed the shop. Michelle
answered the phone and told me she and dad had seen the letterpress and
that the owner had bought a new one and was needing to get the old one
out as soon as possible. He had told her that it needed a bearing, but it was
working ok without it. Of course, with my experience in the machine shop,
I could have easily fashioned a new one. Then she said that Dad wanted to
talk to me.
Dad got on the phone and said, “Bill, that thing is huge, there is no way
you will get it into the shop.” I told Dad if we had to we would put it in
my garage for the time being. His response was, “This thing has to weigh
several tons. It’s going to cost quite a bit to get it moved,” and then he
added, “ I don’t think you realize how big it is, it’s huge! I think you ought
to see it before you make a decision.”
I told Dad ok, we would hold off for now and possibly I could go look at it
on the weekend. I respected Dad’s opinions very highly and he sounded
very reluctant about this deal. Well, by the time the weekend rolled around
the letterpress had been sold. I really didn’t fully understand what the
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Lord was setting up for us until later. You see, in my ignorance I thought I
would use a letterpress to run precut business cards and the like. In reality,
nowadays they are best used to number, perforate, score and diecut stock.
Once you set it up, you load your job and the press does it all for you.
Later, we realized we needed a better numbering system then the hand
numbering unit we had, so we looked around and found an electronic unit
that you hand fed one piece at a time and then stepped on a foot pedal
that activated the machine to strike the job. This was better than the hand
units but still took a lot of man or woman hours as the case might be. We
paid over $300.00 for this machine that had only one function - hand fed
numbering, one number at a time - compared to that automated machine!
Over the years, for larger numbering jobs etc, where we needed multiple
numbers, we have gone to a small trade shop that the owner operates out
of his home. He has done numbering for us as well as perforating, scoring,
and simple diecutting. And he has done all this on a heidleberg windmill,
just like the one we let slip by!
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Now We Had It All
I was always conscious of my limitations concerning the quality of my
work. If it didn’t look as good as I thought it should, I took it as a personal
failure. We might make a plate two or three times or run twice the amount
than the customer wanted in order to give a full count that we considered
good ones. None of this helped our bottom line, but from the beginning we
had viewed the business as if we were the customer. What would we want
back if we had brought this job in? Besides that, we were representing the
Lord. It was His shop and we were the employees. He would want us to
give 100% to each job and give back nothing but quality. Sometimes this
seemed to be very difficult, but in most cases the copies looked better than
the master sheets they brought in.
Dick Merrill and I were talking about this one day. I was telling him that
the chief helped a lot but there should be something else I could do to
help bring up our quality. Dick said that what we were missing was a
process camera for graphic arts. With a camera we could make veloxes,
enlargements and higher resolutions
which would make better quality plates.
I told him I was all for that but there was
no way we could afford a camera like he
had. He said he sold a camera that was
pretty good that he thought would be in
our budget. A small, vertical camera
called a Sandmar. He said it was auto
focusing and very simple to use and took
up very little space. Dick said we could
have it for $1,055.00. He said he would
be willing to let us make payments if we
wanted.
I talked it over with Michelle and we
thought it was a good idea. We told Dick
ok, and he said it would take a couple
of weeks to get it in. After that I decided
that to make it even better, we should
have a darkroom to put it in, so I told
the family about what we were doing
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The Sandmar was quite large and sat
on the ﬂoor. It was close to 5 ft tall!

and my idea about a dark room. Don talked to Ray Bell, a fellow member
of React and friend of the family, and they came over the weekend before
the camera came in and the three of us erected a dark room. Ray brought
his tools and some left over materials from a job site he was on. So not
only did it not cost us anything but it went up with ease. They even built a
worktable on the outside of the dark room to process the plates. When Dick
delivered the camera he was surprised to find the dark room waiting. We
also moved the platemaker into the dark room and found that it made the
plates a little better. Now we had everything a print shop should have. We
should be set for life.

Art & Gina 1977
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Well, by now it was December, the end of another year. I was at Convair
working on a job when it dawned on me that the 6 months I had planned
on working was up. What should I do? The print shop still wasn’t making
any money. Well, that is to say, not enough to support a family. In fact,
what I made at Convair was paying the print shop’s bills. The money I had
hoped to save up never happened. It appeared to be more of a hobby than
a livelihood. What should I do?
As if in answer to my question, the shop steward came walking up carrying
a big binder and a lazy smile on his face. “Bill,” he said, “what you’ve been
waiting for is now here!”
“What are you talking about?” I asked.
“Take a look at this,” he said as he opened the binder. “See your name
here,” he said, pointing down on the page.
“Yeah sure, so what does that mean?” I responded.
His smile got even bigger as he said, “See these names above yours? Well,
they are all retiring this year. So you know what that means– You go to
the top of the list! You will have top seniority on the mills. Anything that
comes up, they have to offer it to you first. You will never be laid off. All
the doors will open for you. What do you think of that?”
I stood there a little dazed from the news and then said, “That’s great.”
“You bet it is!” he said. As he turned to go he said, “I’ll see you later.”
Excitement started coming over me as I thought of the news I had just
received. It was like holding the winning ticket to the grand prize. I was
going to be on the top of the seniority list. I would be head man on the
mills. Whatever door opened up they had to give me first crack at it. Wait
until Michelle hears this news! Then I remembered the 6 months I had
promised the Lord. What was I going to do? The whistle blew for quitting
time and I climbed into the truck and headed to the shop. My mind kept
re-playing the shop steward’s news to me, but now the excitement was
gone and what was left was utter confusion. I arrived at the shop to find
nothing had changed. A couple of small jobs had come in. The shop was
so slow that Michelle would take her sewing machine over and make the
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kids’ clothes. Dad would have his customers bring their cars over there and
he would work on them in front of the shop so if the phone rang he would
hear it. It seldom did.
I told Michelle about the shop steward’s news and asked her what she
thought. “So what are you going to do?” was her reply.
“I can’t quit now, the shop can’t support itself, let alone us. I would be
crazy to quit now,” I said.
Michelle just looked at me and then said “It’s up to you - whatever you
think is best. You know I’m behind you.” (From the very beginning,
Michelle was there to support me, but not sway my decisions.)
It wasn’t long after my decision to stay at Convair that I became ill. I was
sicker than I ever had been. I was so weak all I could do was lay in bed and
I ached all over. Michelle took me to the doctor and they ran some tests,
but he couldn’t figure out what I had. He gave me some pills to take, but
nothing seemed to work. I couldn’t go into Convair and I couldn’t go to the
print shop. All I could do was lay in bed.
Michelle and Dad would go to the shop every day and keep things going. If
a job came in Dad would run it off. Dad had the ability to figure out how
to do anything, but his eyes gave him trouble, so Michelle would check the
jobs and tell him what needed to be done. Once in a while they might call
me to ask about a certain adjustment, but most of the time I just laid in bed
feeling sorry for myself.
After a while with no change, Michelle took me back to the doctor but he
still had no answers for us. “Bill, I don’t know what you have, so I don’t
know what will help. Let’s try another prescription, that’s all I can do for
you,” was his response after giving me another physical. So back home
with more pills and another week in bed with no change.
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The Prayer
One day after Michelle had left for the shop I was laying in bed feeling
quite sorry for myself and asking God why, when my mind brought to my
recollection the promise I made to the Lord - “Six months Lord, then I’ll
quit and work your print shop.” I had made a promise to the Lord and
then reneged on that promise. And it was all me. I’m the one that chose
six months, not the Lord. I could have said a year, five years, or whatever.
I’m the one that set the restrictions, not the Lord, and then when the time
came, I wasn’t willing to honor my own words. God doesn’t require us to
promise Him anything, but if we do, He will hold you to that promise. Be
sure you are willing to honor that which you promise.
As I thought about my promise I knew why I was going through this illness,
so I crawled out of bed and knelt down beside it and asked the Lord for
forgiveness. I told Him I was frightened - that the print shop just wasn’t
making any money but if He would make me well I would quit Convair, but
He would have to take care of us, that there was no way I could do it alone.
I remember it being a very emotional prayer with tears rolling down my
face. Every word was sincere and afterwards I crawled back into bed and
fell asleep.
The next day my body no longer ached and the constant temperature I had
was gone. By Friday, I was feeling great and on Monday, January 3rd, I
went to Convair and gave them my 2 weeks notice. Word reached the shop
steward and he came over to see me. “Are you crazy,” he said, “do you
know what you are giving up?” I told him I did, but this was something I
had to do.
He said that if I needed to spend more time at the print shop I should take
a 30 day personal leave of absence instead of quitting. “By that time,” he
said, “You’ll know if you can make it or not in the printing business and you
won’t have to give up anything. And if you need more time,” he added,
“You can call me and let me know, and I’ll extend it six months. What do
you say?”
I told him I appreciated him being so concerned, but this was something
that I had to do and there was no way Convair would agree to it.
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“Of course they will agree, I’ve done this a hundred times,” he said.
I told him this was a different case all together and because I was supposed
to quit, Convair wouldn’t agree to anything less.
“Can’t we go down and try?” he said. “For me, just give it a try.”
I stood there looking at him for a few seconds and then said, “Ok, if you
want to give it a try, but I’m telling you now they won’t agree to it.”
He said, “Great!” as if he didn’t hear a word I had said after “ok.” He had
me fill out a slip and said he would be back in a few minutes. I went back
to work on my mill and a short time later he appeared again and said it was
time to go.
We walked down to the foreman’s office and went right in. All the big
bosses were there waiting for us. They all greeted us and then, turning to
me asked what the problem was. I told them I needed a 30 day personal
leave of absence. They asked why I needed it and I told them I had
purchased a small print shop when I was layed off and I needed to give it
more attention to get it going. They smiled and then said, “Bill, you’re too
important a man for us to grant you a leave. We need you in your area.
Few men can do that work so we must deny your request.”
I responded that if I didn’t get a 30 day leave of absence, then I would have
to quit.
“We can’t stop you from doing that, but we can’t grant you a leave of
absence,” they said.
The shop steward was standing with his mouth open. Obviously, he
couldn’t believe what he had heard. “Let me get this straight,” he said,
“he’s too important to grant a leave to, but not to lose all together?”
“We have no power over that,” they said, “but we can’t grant a leave of
absence. Is there anything else you want?”
I turned and walked to the door and as I passed the shop steward I said, “I
told you,” and walked out and back to my mill.
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It wasn’t until the beginning of my last week that the shop steward showed
up again. “I have a plan,” he said.
“It’s ok,” I told him. “This is what I’m supposed to do. Believe me.”
“No,” he said, “this will work. On Friday, they will come down and have
you sign some papers, then they’ll band your tool box and escort you to the
gate. Just before you walk out, turn back and tell them you have changed
your mind. You don’t want to quit after all. They will tell you it’s too late,
that all the papers have been signed. You tell them you are leaving against
your will and walk out. I’ll file a grievance on your behalf and within a
month to a year - whatever you want, you will be able to come back. Heck,
I’ll have it so they will be willing to give you a medal!”
I told him I appreciated what he was trying to do for me but I really had to
do this. “Please Bill,” he said, “do it for me. I’ll come down and be with
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you and back you up.” I told him I would see him Friday, without actually
saying I would or wouldn’t go along with the plan. I figured that would be
the easiest way to get rid of him. He said, "Ok," and took off.
Everything was pretty quiet for the rest of the week and on Friday my
supervisor came over and said I had a phone call I needed to answer. I
went over to the phone and it was my shop steward. “Bill, I got called away
from the shop, so I won’t be able to be there,” he said. “But remember
what we talked about; I’ll check on Monday about what happened and then
I will keep you posted on how it’s going and how much time you want.”
I thanked him for everything and told him it was great working with him
and hung up. I actually gave a sigh of relief after that. I could actually do
what I needed to do without any pressure to do otherwise. Around 3:00
p.m. they came and had me sign some papers then we went to another
area where they banded my tool box and then walked me to the gate. They
all shook my hand and wished me luck and I walked out the gate for the
last time. As I drove to the print shop a peace came over me. I knew I had
done the right thing and God would take care of us.
When I was at Convair I was eligible for 3 weeks of paid vacation. Convair
furnished Kaiser health insurance for me and the family. They also
furnished a prescription drug plan. Now I had nothing. I had thought I
would get some vacation pay, but because of when I quit I wasn’t eligible
for any. We were fully dependent on the Lord for everything, from
knowledge on how to do a job to bringing the jobs in. But there wasn’t any
fear, because I knew I was in God’s will for my life. What I did feel was a
little excitement as I wondered how He was going to take care of us. When
I arrived at the shop I came in with my tool box. Michelle said, “Well, you
did it?”
I told her, “Yes, from now on this is where I work!” She seemed at peace
with the news, too. I think we both knew that a brand new chapter of our
lives was about to begin.
To be continued…
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